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I used a compact camera for most of this assignment which I bought recently to allow me 
to take a camera to more places without thinking about weight. It features everything 
needed for the course, including highlight clipping display, white balance controls, and 
the ability to deliver RAW files. For this assignment I had to use only jpegs, where the 
camera’s EV range is 10.9, and that range could have been extended had I known that 
there is an extra function hidden in the menus that enhances the highlight detail. The 
assignment was challenging in that while I could eventually judge what it might record 
and what it would probably lose based my exposure judgements (mostly clouds), the 
little display was not an accurate gauge of what was actually recorded, and I only found 
out after I’d copied the images to a computer screen. I was struck by how limited the 
information shown in small camera display really is, and the histogram becomes crucial 
to assessing the images on the spot. 
 
The assignment took longer to complete than expected because of the need to find the 
right lighting conditions. I live in a village in the countryside so I need to actively plan to 
go out and find my subjects, and since I can always find something in London that was 
my target on several occasions. Few of the resulting images were the actual subjects I’d 
set out to take since I wasn’t happy with the results in most the initial shots.   
 
There was no post-processing other than re-sizing the jpegs for this document and for 
printing later. Even when I was preparing this assignment I found that I was one photo 
short, and of course the weather changed again so I had to wait again for a bright sunny 
day.  
 
Based on the exercise work I was made more aware of my camera capabilities and 
limitations, and also of the need to take more consideration of the required exposure at 
the time of shooting rather than relying on post-processing manipulation. I will in future 
place more importance in getting it all right in-camera, and this might tempt me back to 
film work. 
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1 Street scene in the middle of a clear sunny day – narrow streets and high 
buildings 
A few familiar models shown here outside the Photographer’s Gallery in bright  
sunshine and deep shade at 27◦ centigrade. I expected the camera to expose for the 
more dominant areas in deep shade, and the models were in the shade so I used  
fill-in flash to light them up.  
The highlights in the sky were severely clipped but I was happy to sacrifice the sky for  
the most available detail in the buildings and people. Before taking this photo I took 
another shot with no flash where the sun’s brightness made the skirt transparent, 
reminiscent of the famous shot of Diane Spencer holding a child, but that wasn’t the 
image I wanted to show. 
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For this image I focused on the sunny side of the street and thought the camera  
would expose for the dominant brighter areas and leave the lamppost lacking in  
detail, and potentially introducing noise.  I could see into the shadows behind the 
doorman but the camera could not, although on neither the doorway lamppost  
shadows was there any evidence of noise, even when examined at pixel level. I think  
this is quite impressive for a compact camera even though it is a sharp cut-off and  
not a gentle roll-off as would be seen on film.   
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This is Oxford Street, and not particularly narrow, so I used two buses to create a  
narrow “street”. I expected the camera to expose for the sky and street beyond and 
darken the buses, but it has actually exposed for the shadows and left the sky and  
flags a little over exposed and washed out. This takes our gaze more emphatically  
from the buses on to the flags, and wasn’t what had occurred to me would happen,  
but it did provide a useful insight for me. This is fine for assignment purposes, but I  
would usually have shot RAW and post-processed to darken the highlights. The scene  
obviously has a higher dynamic range than my camera. 
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2 Indoor space in which the only available light is strong natural window light. 
 
I estimated that the camera would over-expose slightly and that’s what happened,  
but by happy coincidence the dynamic range almost matched that of the camera. I  
used some fill-in flash that resulted in some clipping on the doorway on the left but it 
isn’t distracting in this high-key image. 
Placing the baby’s head in front of its grandmother was a deliberate attempt at  
humour along the lines of Elliott Erwitt’s1 dogs photos.  
 

 
 

                                                 
1
 http://www.yourholisticdog.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/erwittbulldogface.jpg 

http://www.yourholisticdog.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/erwittbulldogface.jpg
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I had to frame this image much more tightly than I wanted to, but with such extreme  
daylight dynamic range, it  wasn’t going to be possible to capture it all on a compact 
camera in a jpeg file. I knew this from a previous shoot here using a DSLR when I’d  
had to use RAW capture and even then I needed to bracket the exposures by + and  
– 2 stops. I would have preferred to use a RAW file to gauge the white balance  
accurately because none of the built in camera settings were fully adequate. 
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This was taken with a DSLR on a monopod but is entirely natural light coming in  
through the windows. I used centre-weighted metering and the result is close to  
what I expected, but I am more familiar with this camera than with the compact.  
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3 Photographing people in the shade while the background is in the sunshine 
 
The question was which area did I want to be more accurately exposed, and I choose  
the amphitheatre over the person in the shade. The front of the little train appears to 
have lost detail but it was actually painted flat white so there was no detail lost, and 
the histogram tapers off nicely in the highlights before clipping occurs.   
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Here I used fill-in flash, and underexposed by one stop so as to retain the detail in the 
background.  
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Although only standing with their backs to the sun these people’s faces were in deep 
shade, so again I used fill-in flash to light them up, but in this shot the camera’s  
exposure reading was correct for the background. This image reminds me of Peter  
Dench2 and Martin Parr3 who tend to take photos of people who are busy and only 
vaguely aware of your presence. In many of the photos in this style that I’ve taken 
there always seems to be someone looking right at you, but using a small compact 
camera I’m taken for just another tourist.  
By contrast Bruce Gilden4 also takes shots of people unaware but seems equally  
content to get right in people’s faces, resulting in unpleasant shots of disgust and  
hatred. I believe Gilden benefits from being tall and fat, dresses like a tramp, and with  
his battered Leica appears to be a refugee from a New York asylum pretending to  
take photos. That style of photography does not draw me in because I don’t agree  
that creating animosity for the sake of a photo is particularly ethical.  
 

 
 

                                                 
2 http://www.peterdench.com/#/singles/0000_11 
3 

http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP=XSpecific_MAG.PhotographerDetail_VPage&l1=0&pid=2K7O3R13MJ3V&nm=

Martin%20Parr 
4 

http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP=XSpecific_MAG.PhotographerDetail_VPage&l1=0&pid=2K7O3R1482X4&nm=B

ruce%20Gilden 

http://www.peterdench.com/#/singles/0000_11
http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP=XSpecific_MAG.PhotographerDetail_VPage&l1=0&pid=2K7O3R13MJ3V&nm=Martin%20Parr
http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP=XSpecific_MAG.PhotographerDetail_VPage&l1=0&pid=2K7O3R13MJ3V&nm=Martin%20Parr
http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP=XSpecific_MAG.PhotographerDetail_VPage&l1=0&pid=2K7O3R1482X4&nm=Bruce%20Gilden
http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP=XSpecific_MAG.PhotographerDetail_VPage&l1=0&pid=2K7O3R1482X4&nm=Bruce%20Gilden
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5 Any backlit scene, whether in direct or indirect light 
 
I expected the camera to expose predominantly for the sky’s brightness and I  
encouraged that by over-exposing by one stop. This allowed the statue’s detail to be 
shown, and although the sky detail is completely clipped the statue and people are 
reasonably exposed.  The detail in the dark clothing is retained, although there is just  
a hint of noise appearing in those shadows.  
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The conditions were similar for the second shot but the objective of showing off the  
statue and the person was achieved.  

 
I also took a backup shot where I under-exposed to create this silhouette which I  
think makes a more interesting and graphic image despite severe highlight clipping  
and loss of shadow detail.  
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Here I included the sky which I knew would be washed-out in camera but would  
produce a high contrast image, with solid blacks, and clipped whites. I didn’t need  
the sky or foliage, only the flower set against an abstract background. 
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Part two – reduced contrast 
  
There is full a range of tones from 0 to 255 but they are not clipped and no detail was 
lost.  The interpretation is more creative than technical and this is my favourite 
image from this assignment.  
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As an alternative to cropping tightly and eliminating the extremes another method to 
reduce contrast was to over-expose and produce an ethereal dream-like image as  
shown below. The highlights are completely lost and it wouldn’t do well in a camera  
club competition, but the tonal range is somewhat compressed and the contrast is 
reduced.  

 
 
I changed the angle of the photo and removed the sky and lower shadow area such  
that while there is saturated block of tones across the scale there is no highlight  
clipping or loss of shadow detail. 
A previous OCA tutor might say that I’ve gone back to the chocolate boxes, but it  
works for this assignment.  
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